**Network Tools**

**Punch Down Tool**
Krone Compatible Metal Punch down tool used to terminate UTP network cable into Patch panel or face plate punch down jacks.

**MODEL CODE**
CT-PDT

**Punch Down Tool**
Krone & 110 compatible metal punch down tool incorporating optional cutting mechanism.

**MODEL CODE**
CT-PDT110
CT-PDT110KR
CT-PDT110BG
CT-110

**TYPE**
110
KRONE/110
blue/grey tool
Blade for 110 Punch Down Tool

**Plastic Punch Down Tool**
Disposable Krone and AT&T 110 compatible Plastic Punch Down Tool

**MODEL CODE**
CT-UTP PLASTIC

**BNC Crimp Tool**
RG-S8/RG-59 Coax Crimping Tool

**MODEL CODE**
CT-BNC

**BNC Cable Stripper**
RG-S8/RG-59/RG-62 Cable Stripper. Three blade adjustable cutting mechanism strips the coax cable by rotational movement

**MODEL CODE**
CT-STR BNC

**UTP Cable Stripper**
UTP Cable Stripper will prepare network cable by cutting and removing outer sheath. Incorporates adjustable blades.

**MODEL CODE**
CT-STR UTP

**RJ45/RJ11/RJ12 Crimping Tool**
6 and 8 Position RJ11/RJ12/RJ4 Metal Crimping Tool, incorporates dual blades for cutting and stripping cable

**MODEL CODE**
CT-6C8C
CT-8C

**RJ45 Crimping Tool**
8 Position Metal Crimping Tool, incorporates dual blades for cutting and stripping cable

**MODEL CODE**
CT-8C

**RJ11/RJ12 Crimping Tool**
6 Position Metal Crimping Tool, incorporates dual blades for cutting and stripping cable

**MODEL CODE**
CT-6C
CT-110B
CT-6C RJ11/RJ12
CT-6C8C RJ11/RJ12/RJ4
CT-8C RJ45
CT-6C RJ11/RJ12